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naries. That’s not a good omen for the Russian army or Putin. His 
allies have got to be looking back and forth at each other, saying, 
“What the hey?”   

P.S.P.S. As for the OceanGate Titan submarine disaster... arro-
gance sinks ships (see the 6/15/23 issue of “The Rebel Speaks!”). 
13,000 feet under the ocean is “a very unforgiving environment,” 
to be sure. There is no room for error or arrogance down that 
deep and the Titanic, figuratively, reached out to remind us of 

the price for the sin of pride. 

Speaking of which… there is, apparent-
ly, plenty of room for arrogance and 
pride in politics, and D.C. is filled with it 
to overflowing. The Biden administra-
tion knew on Sunday that the sub had 
imploded, but they went on for days, 
saying that “they’re running out of air.” 
No, they were already gone. So, why 
the show? It gave the media something 
else to talk about besides Hunter and 
Joe Biden and their criminal actions. 

Arrogance will sink the democommies, just like the OceanGate 
Titan submarine. At some point, the price for their pride and it’s 
blindness to the truth must be paid. Those who rule through 
arrogance are most commonly mistaken about a great many 
things. They hold onto their arrogant power without ever consid-
ering, deliberating, if you will, the true facts. In truth, they do not 
care about facts. 

Our economic collapse since Biden took control (if Biden is even 
alive anymore, see the 6/1/23 edition of  “The Rebel Speaks!”) is 
a perfect example of arrogance in action. Trump’s presidency 
resulted in peace, drastically successful peace agreements in the 
Middle East, energy independence for the first time since 1959, 
record employment in all sectors. All killed by democrap arro-
gance. 

On other thoughts… were Biden and the democommies involved 
in the action against Putin? Biden denies it, but we all know that 
he is a consummate liar. That would be a direct act of war.  

Are you mad enough yet? 

Hunter gets off the hook! Gee!  Who would have guessed? This 
old Reb was once privy to a federal trial involving the Bureau of 
Atrocities, Terrorism and Fascism! These people are nothing 
more than pirates with badges and titles. They tried to railroad 
a very good friend of mine. I sat through several days of jury 
trial, watching them lie their pirate arses off. They gave money 
to a convicted felon to purchase a firearm on their behalf, in 
order to try to entrap my friend. It’s called a strawman pur-
chase. In other words, they and their felon puppet were com-
mitting several felonies themselves.  

As we all know, these people never 
pay for their crimes and continue to 
carry badges. Fortunately these two 
Bureau criminals were not successful 
because (this time) the truth came 
out. 

This thing with Hunter is nothing but a 
circus. This guy really is a criminal and 
should be sitting in prison! 

So, here we are, again. One law for the politicians and the full 
brunt of the law for us, the American people. You know, justice 
for all but the elected and unelected officials! 

At the same time the democommies are doubling down on 
more gun legislation, which means more oppression of our 
rights, while our so-called leaders act like aristocracy! 

Soon the most aristocratic of them all, the all knowing and all 
woosie John Kerry will grovel at the feet of the new Emperor of 
China and spend our money doing it. Who is up next, little Bo 
Peep? I have it! Let’s send Francis the talking mule, along with 
Mr. Ed! “A?” The results will be the same. 

Time for this old Reb to ride! 

“Mr. Harris! Jimmy pointed out a cowboy he says was there!” 

“Aye, Captain! Get Little Bob and the boy and bring them down 
to the livery stable, Mr. Harris. The Corporal and I will meet you 
there, with our guests! And bring that ranger, too!” 

See you on the bridge! 

P.S. Putin is in trouble internally. Open rebellion by his merce-
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